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THE FESTIVAL

Primavera Sound has always concentrated all its efforts on uniting the latest musical proposals from the independent 

scene together with already well-established artists, while embracing any style or genre in the line up, fundamentally 

looking for quality and essentially backing pop and rock as well as underground electronic and dance music.

Over the last twelve years, the festival has had the most diverse range of artists. Some of those who have been on 

stage are Arcade Fire, Queens of the Stone Age, The National, Nine Inch Nails, Kendrick Lamar, Pixies, Aphex Twin, Neil 

Young, Sonic Youth, Portishead, Pet Shop Boys, Pavement, Echo & The Bunnymen, Lou Reed, My Bloody Valentine, El-P, 

Pulp, Patti Smith, James Blake, Arcade Fire, Cat Power, Public Enemy, Grinderman, Franz Ferdinand, Television, Devo, Enri-

que Morente, The White Stripes, LCD Soundsystem, Tindersticks, PJ Harvey, Shellac, Dinosaur Jr., New Order, Surfin’ Bichos, 

Fuck Buttons, Swans, Melvins, Psychic TV, Spiritualized, The Cure, Bon Iver, La Buena Vida, Death Cab For Cutie, Iggy & The 

Stooges, De La Soul, Marianne Faithfull, Mazzy Star, Blur, Wu-Tang Clan, Phoenix, The Jesus and Mary Chain, Tame Impala, 

The Strokes, Belle & Sebastian, Antony & the Johnsons, The Black Keys, James Blake, Interpol y Sleater-Kinney amongst 

many others.

Primavera Sound has consolidated itself as the urban festival par excellence with unique characteristics that have pro-

jected it internationally as a reference cultural event. The event stands out from other large music events and is faithful 

to its original artistic idea, keeping the same standards and maintaining the same quality of organization of past years, 

without resorting to more commercial bands. Its characteristics and the wide range of bands performing have been the 

main reasons that have made Primavera Sound the meeting point of artists and festivalgoers from various generations. 

Year after year, Primavera Sound has attracted a bigger and bigger crowd. Its first edition in 2001 closed with an atten-

dance of 8000 people, an audience that by the latest edition in 2015 had become 195,000.

As to the media repercussions, the interest from international press has increased spectacularly and the main spe-

cialised media and most prestigious European publications, as well as other publications worldwide, have featured the 

festival. And so the event has now reached almost all corners of the world. Nationally, the main newspapers, specialised 

press, radios and television extensively cover the concerts that take place every year at the festival.
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PARC DEL FÒRUM

After a more than successful four-year period combining the Poble Espanyol with El Mercat de les Flors in 2005 the 

organisation took a great step forward and moved to the Fòrum de Barcelona. The festival was the first event that was 

celebrated on this site after the Fòrum de les Cultures 2004 and after ten editions the Primavera Sound festival has 

perfectly adapted itself to its current site. All the promoters that have later used this site have emulated our formula.

It is worth mentioning the ideal geographical setting of the Forum in an area of the city that has experienced a sustai-

ned growth in all aspects, as well as being perfectly connected with the city centre and other key points of Barcelona. 

The layout of its elements over a large area allows for an easy and comfortable access. Both its seafront location, with 

large spaces and auditoriums facing the Mediterranean and its outstanding technical equipment contribute to the enjo-

yment of audiences in a beautiful setting.

Moreover the festival has not stopped improving its infrastructure and increasing its capacity to accommodate the 

increasing demand. At its last edition it extended over a surface area of more than 180,000m2. The urban style of the 

festival makes accommodation less of a problem, an important issue for the great number of public who come from 

other parts of Spain and from different countries to Barcelona, a cosmopolitan city loved by tourists.

On the occasion of the celebration of Primavera Sound 2016, that will hold its main event from Thursday 2nd to Saturday 

4th June, the Parc del Fòrum will once again welcome, for the twelfth consecutive year, a wide and eclectic programme 

of concerts distributed on its eight main stages –all different in size and characteristics– amongst which will be the 

spectacular Auditori building, where the most intimate performances of the festival are hosted.

 



LINE-UP 2016 

+++ · A.R. Kane · Action Bronson · Air · Alberto Montero · Alessandro Cortini · Alex G · Algiers · 

Aliment · Andy Shauf · Angel Witch · Animal Collective · Autolux · Autumn Comets · Baby Dee · 

Bardo Pond · Barry Hogan DJ · Battles · Baywaves · Beach House · Beach Slang · BEAK> · Bearoid · 

Beirut · Ben Watt Band feat. Bernard Butler · Big Summer · Black Lips · Boredoms · Bradford Cox · 

Brian Wilson performing Pet Sounds · C+C=Maxigross · C. Tangana · Cabaret Voltaire · Cadena · 

Cala Vento · Car Seat Headrest · CARLA · Cass McCombs · Cavern Of Anti-Matter · Chairlift · 

The Chills · Dj Coco · Current 93 · DâM-FunK · Daniel Gon · Daughter · Dave P · Deerhunter · 

Deradoorian · Destroyer · Die Katapult · Dinosaur Jr. · Doble Pletina · Downtown Boys · Drive Like Jehu 

· Dungen · El Último Vecino · Empress Of · Esperit! · Evian Christ · Explosions In The Sky · Fasenuova · 

Floating Points · Freddie Gibbs · Goat · Grupo de Expertos Solynieve · The Handclappers · 

Har Mar Superstar · Ho99o9 · Holly Herndon · Holögrama · Hudson Mohawke (dj set) · Inspira · 

Invisible Harvey · Islam Chipsy & EEK · The James Hunter Six · Jay Rock · Jenny Hval · Jessy Lanza · 

Joana Serrat · John Carpenter · Julia Holter · Julien Baker · Kamasi Washington · Kiasmos · Dj Koze · 

The Last Shadow Puppets · LCD Soundsystem · Loop · Los Chichos · Lubomyr Melnyk · Maceo Plex · 

Manel · Mar Otra Vez · Mbongwana Star · Moderat · Moses Sumney · Mudhoney · Mueran Humanos · 

My Expansive Awareness · NAO · Neil Michael Hagerty & the Howling Hex · Neon Indian · 

Nothing Places · Old King Cole Younger · Optimo (Espacio) · Orchestra Baobab · Pacosan · 

Pájaro Jack · Pantha du Prince · Parquet Courts · PJ Harvey · Power Burkas · Protomartyr · 

Psychic TV/ PTV3 · Pumuky · Pusha T · PXXR GVNG · Radiohead · Ran Ran Ran · Redthread · 

Dj Richard · Richard Dawson · Richard Hawley · Robert Forster · Roosevelt · Royal Headache · 

The Saurs · Savages · Selda feat. Boom Pam · SG Lewis · Sheer Mag · Shellac · Shinkiro · Shura · 

Siberian Wolves · Sigur Rós · Six Organs of Admittance · Steve Gunn · Suede · Suuns · 

Tame Impala · Thee Oh Sees · Titus Andronicus · Tortoise · Twin Drama · Ty Segall and The Muggers 

· U.S. Girls · Univers · Unsane · Venom · Vince Staples · Viva Belgrado · White Fence · White Reaper · 

Wild Nothing · Wind Atlas · Younghusband 



ORGANIZATION AND PARTNERS 

PRIMAVERA SOUND 

For fifteen years now Primavera Sound has been consistently offering successful musical events. This Barcelona-based 

music promotion company has, since its modest beginnings, developed a strong commitment to music so that specta-

tors from different generations can enjoy the experience of live music to the full. This is clearly reflected in the inno-

vative quality of its events, that exude coherence, eclecticism and the love of risk taking and are characterised by its 

unmistakeable artistic line strongly influenced by rock, pop and the most underground tendencies of dance music.

Its festival Primavera Sound, that has taken place in Barcelona since 2001, has consolidated itself as a model reference 

for urban festivals that is internationally considered as an unmissable musical event. 

Moreover, during this time, in parallel to the main Barcelona event, PrimaveraPro, has also taken off. An international 

meeting aimed at professionals from the music industry that in only five years has become an international reference 

for independent music. Its programme comprises talks, conferences, workshops, showcases, meetings, etc. that take 

place during the day at the DayPro Conference and at night in the exclusive NightPro area, on the Parc del Fòrum site, 

where its own stage hosts concerts by newcomer bands from the participating countries.

NOS Primavera Sound, Primavera Sound’s Portuguese counterpart, celebrated its fourth edition this year in the city of 

Oporto, thus consolidating an event that started in 2012 and which has grown with every edition confirming the expan-

sion of the Primavera spirit beyond our borders. The festival takes place a week after the Barcelona edition and artists 

such as Antony and the Johnsons, Interpol, FKA Twigs, Death Cab for Cutie, Patti Smith, The National, Kendrick Lamar, 

Haim, Slowdive, Suede, The Flaming Lips, Rufus Wainwright, Wilco, Beach House, Yo La Tengo, Blur, Nick Cave and The 

Bad Seeds, James Blake and Daniel Johnston have already played on the stages of Parque da Cidade

As well as its festivals, Primavera Sound is also behind other big events such as Primavera Club, an indoor festival that 

takes place every autumn in different venues around Barcelona and offers the occasion to discover many national and 

international artists that represent what the organisers see as the immediate future of the music scene.

The Barcelona company also organises band tours around Spain amongst which Bonnie Prince Billy, Apparat, Explosions 

In The Sky, Deerhunter, of Montreal, Battles, The xx, Beach House, David Byrne & St. Vincent, Tame Impala, Royal Blood, 

Sufjan Stevens, Chvrches, Kurt Vile & The Violators, Nicolas Jaar, James Blake and Mac DeMarco, to name but a few.

El Segell del Primavera joined the multidisciplinary proposals of Primavera Sound in 2013, proof of its obvious growth and 

total commitment to quality music and to the international projection of national bands. The label has around 15 artists 

and bands associated with it and has already released over twenty records.

Also in 2013, with a view to strengthening the festival’s association with the city of Barcelona, La Botiga del Primavera 

Sound opened, in the historic Born district. In this shop vinyl lovers can find a choice selection of local, national and 

international references as well as books, music DVDs, gadgets, gifts and merchandising.



PARTNERS 

ALL TOMORROW’S PARTIES

ATP collaborates with the festival for the tenth time, programming a part of the festival’s line-up. Since the British event 

has other artists choosing the line-up, we decided that ATP’s Barry Hogan would select the bands that play on the ATP 

stage; including performances linked to the Don’t Look Back series (also created by ATP).

Anybody who has followed the evolution of All Tomorrow’s Parties, will know that the chosen bands and artists will 

stand out in quality, risk and historical importance. ATP was born in 2000; a year after that Barry Hogan organized, to-

gether with the Scottish band Belle And Sebastian, an event named “Bowlie Weekender” in Camber Sands, thought up 

by the authors of “If You Are Feeling Sinister” to get their favourite bands and friends together for a weekend. The first 

ATP took place in April 2000, “curated” by Mogwai, once again in Camber Sands bringing together artists like Aphex Twin, 

The High Llamas and Mice Parade.

From that moment, the brand ATP has become a synonym of music quality and risk. Besides being a music promoter, 

ATP is also a record label that has artists as interesting as SQÜRL featuring Jim Jarmusch, Younghusband, Mueran Huma-

nos, Fuck Buttons, Grimm Grimm, Tall Firs and JC Flowers.

ATP’s events have a curator in charge of selecting the line-up (in past editions, people like Matt Groening, Thurston 

Moore, Shellac, Tortoise, The Shins, Modest Mouse, Portishead and Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds and Vincent Gallo 

have chosen the artists for the festival). Their philosophy and their way of setting up a festival, as well as their amazing 

line-ups, have earned them the reputation of a “rare species” on the international music circuit.

PITCHFORK

Pitchfork is the most trusted voice in music. Over the last 20 years, Pitchfork’s online magazine has defined how music 

is covered in the digital era, leading The New York Times to call it “the most prominent brand in online music journa-

lism” and TIME Magazine to recognize it as one of the world’s 50 best websites. In addition to setting a new standard 

in music coverage, Pitchfork has developed a global reputation for its expertly curated, human-scale music festivals. 

Chicago’s Pitchfork Music Festival has been held every year since 2006, and in 2011, Pitchfork launched Pitchfork Music 

Festival Paris, bringing its vision of the live music experience to Europe. In 2015, Pitchfork was acquired by Condé Nast, 

joining a family of brands that includes The New Yorker, Wired, and GQ, among many others, enabling growth in the U.S. 

and beyond.



ROCKDELUX

Rockdelux, Spanish language music magazine, celebrated its 30th anniversary in 2014 with a special edition of the best 

300 records of the last thirty years. Born in 1984 and heir of Vibraciones and Rock Espezial, it has been always cha-

racterized for having the best national music journalists; almost all of the most valued critics from newspapers, radios 

or TV programmes have written in Rockdelux at some stage of their careers. Praised for its rigorous criteria, in the last 

twenty years it has been awarded best music magazine by Radio 3, Cadena SER, Diario Vasco, Iberpop Contest and 

other important media. Its special top album charts editions together with its collaboration in programming prestigious 

festivals such as BAM (from 1995 to 1999) or Primavera Sound (since 2002) have made Rockdelux a reference for Spa-

nish and Latin American music press. Since february 2011, Rockdelux shares part of its printed text from the magazine 

on its web: www.rockdelux.com.

HEINEKEN®

Heineken® is, for the fourth consecutive year Primavera Sound’s strategic partner, a collaboration with which the 

brewery reasserts its position as a leading sponsor of music and its backing of the most outstanding musical events 

of the country. Music is for Heineken® one of the best ways of generating unique experiences and of connecting with 

other people. So through its alliance with one of the big international festivals, two of the main players in the diffusion 

of live music stay united, with quality as their priority criterion. 

RAY-BAN

Since 1937, Ray-Ban has been the symbol of a unique lifestyle and a way of being independent, bold and free in the 

world of music, film, society and fashion. Authenticity and tradition are the distinctive values hidden behind the his-

tory and successes of the brand that has become an international symbol of style, a modern legend, an icon of today. 

Ray-Ban is the most well-known eyewear brand worldwide and a global leader in its sector. Ray-Ban collection styles 

are products of meticulous and original style that translates the latest fashion trends in the ever-contemporary look of 

millions of Ray-Ban wearers in the world (www.ray-ban.com). 

ADIDAS ORIGINALS

adidas Originals, considered the most significant sportswear brand during 2015, continues to be very successful in 

2016. Closely associated with the world of music and culture, its authenticity and creativity make it an absolute icon. 

Always with an eye on the future and seeking to innovate, the three stripes brand has never stopped surprising with its 

innumerable ground-breaking projects and collaborations with world famous personalities from the world of music and 

design. All of which have made adidas Originals the leading street style brand and the trefoil is worshiped by hundreds 

of celebrities and influencers around the world.



H&M

H&M will, once again, be present at Primavera Sound proving that music and fashion go hand-in-hand. For H&M fashion 

and music as means of expressing our personal styles are absolutely fundamental, making Primavera Sound the perfect 

showcase for their collections for young people and one which provides an audience that shares the same passions. 

H&M is an international brand that is synonymous with fashion and the latest tendencies, high quality collections at 

the best price in a sustainable way that are designed by around 260 in-house designers. The company was founded in 

Sweden in 1947 and opened its first shop in Spain in the year 2000. Today, H&M has over 155 shops in this country and 

over 5000 employees.  

BACARDÍ

In 1862, in the city of Santiago de Cuba, Facundo Bacardí Massó revolutionised the spirits industry by creating a light-

bodied rum with a particularly smooth taste BACARDÍ. Thanks to an innovative process of elaboration, Don Facundo ma-

naged to create a light and balanced sophisticated rum that was very different from the early crude and harsh “aguar-

dientes”. Generation after generation, the Barcardì family have fought against all sorts of adversity (earthquakes, fire and 

exile) to preserve the quality of their rum, which is today the most awarded rum. Nowadays, BACARDÍ is still produced in 

the traditional way to ensure that it still has the unique flavour that it had when it was first created.

MOVISTAR

The key visual element of Movistar is The Sky and this is not fortuitous, this sky represents the future, it is po- sitive, 

simple and inspiring... The mission of Movistar is to bring its clients closer to the best of technology. In order to do so 

they offer pro- ducts and services which get simpler by the day and that integrate all the op- tions: landline, mobile, 

broadband, television... The brand, ever more focussed on the young customer, offers several social projects. These 

include Wayra, Think Big, Talentum and Artsy: a platform that actively supports culture and whose objective is to create 

smaller more intimate festivals. More information at artsy.movistar.es

PARTNERS 2016 EDITION

ORGANIZED BY: Primavera Sound

STRATEGIC PARTNER: Heineken

PARTNERS: Ray-Ban, adidas Originals, H&M

COLLABORATORS: Martini, Bacardí, Firestone, Coca-Cola

WITH THE SUPPORT OF: ATP, Rockdelux, Pitchfork

TECHNOLOGIC PARTNER: Movistar

MEDIA PARTNERS: La Vanguardia, iCat.cat, Time Out, Vice, Spotify, Loud and Quiet, Les Inrockuptibles, WFMU

INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATORS: Ajuntament de Barcelona, Generalitat de Catalunya



TICKETS

Full festival ticket price for Primavera Sound 2016 in Barcelona is 175€ until 3rd February. From the 4th February to 4th 

May its price will be 185€ and from 5th May to the beginning of the festival it will cost 195€.

The sales points are: Ticketmaster, Portal Primavera Sound and La Botiga del Primavera Sound.

In order to help those interested in buying tickets there will once again be the option of paying in instalments. The price 

of this kind of full festival ticket is 180€ until 3rd February. From 4th February to March or while supplies last the price 

will be 190€.

- First instalment: 60€ on reserving

- Second instalment: 60€ on the 4th of the month after payment of first instalment

- Third instalment: 60€ on the 4th of the month after payment of second instalment

Only to be bought through Primavera Sound Portal.

Primavera Sound 2015 VIP full festival ticket in Barcelona is on sale too at the price of 250€. 

Also available the PrimaveraPro Basic accreditation at the price of 220€ and the PrimaveraPro Premium at 300€.

Concerts on Wednesday 1st June at the Parc del Forum will be free. There are no age restrictions to go to Primavera 

Sound festival (except in some of the pre-festival and post-festival concerts).



GRAPHIC CAMPAIGN 

“PRIMAVERA SOUND IS OUT OF THIS WORLD”

The image of a space ship that has just taken off and is flying through the clouds is the starting point for an exciting 

journey to another world full of mystery where we imagine we will live unforgettable experiences. This journey starts the 

moment we buy the festival ticket and continues as the date of the event approaches. The plants and all the exotic 

vegetation that we find when we arrive represent the most vital and emotional part of the experience, under a sky full 

of stars that are the artists of the line-up. 

Ana Ayala (www.anayala.es) is the creator of the design and illustrations of this year’s image.



PRESS QUOTES

2015 EDITION

“Primavera Sound shines on the global festival circuit”

AUGUST BROWN. LA TIMES (29TH MAY 2015)

“Primavera Sound generates catharsis through sound”

CRISTIANO CASTILHO. GAZETA DO POVO (6TH JUNE 2015)

“Barcelona’s Primavera Sound, now in its 15th year, has won plaudits from audiences and artists alike for its savvy program-

ming and grown-up ambiance”

MATT MOFFETT. THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (28TH MAY 2015)

“On the continental scene, the Catalan festival is already an important cultural event, that allows the participants to attend 

the best concerts whilst observing the contemporary music scene from a vantage point”

ANDREA SILENZI. XL REPUBBLICA (26TH MAY 2015)

“Primavera Sound is already an integral part of the country and of Barcelona, the city that is also more and more involved 

in the activities that take place beyond the Fòrum extending its commitment to neighbourhoods that are not on the tourist 

map”

LUIS HIDALGO. EL PAIS (1ST JUNE 2015)

“Primavera Sound can proudly say that it is firmly established and that it is now for many one of the best festivals in the 

world, as has been highlighted in the media and by innumerable international music critics”

EDITORIAL. LA VANGUARDIA (1ST JUNE 2015)

“Primavera Sound is something so big and emphatic that it manages to give value to the music of our times which is defined 

by heterogeneity, diversity and quantity, an imposing quantity, in a way that few festivals can emulate”

CARLOS SALA. LA RAZÓN (28TH  MAY 2015)

“Primavera Sound has managed to turn passion for non commercial music into a massive event”

JORDI BIANCIOTTO. EL PERIÓDICO (28TH MAY 2015)

2014 EDITION

“Showcasing music till the sun comes up. Primavera Sound sets the stage for music festivals worldwide”

MELENA RYZIK. THE NEW YORK TIMES (1ST JUNE 2014)

“It’s Primavera in a nutshell: when the only problem is that the bands are too good and the options too many, you’re onto a 

winner”

LISA WRIGHT. NME (JUNE 2014)

“A major festival with a boutique vibe”

CONSEQUENCE OF SOUND. ALEX YOUNG (21ST MAY 2014)

“Primavera has catered to those of us who want to hop from one corner of our disparate musical identities

to the other until the sun comes out, by which I mean see metal and noise and rock and pop, and then get sucked into the 



Boiler Room dome for hours at a time. It also makes it very easy to discover music from Spain and other Spanish-language 

artists from around the world”

JENN PELLY. PITCHFORK (2ND JUNE 2014)

“There is not one Primavera Sound, each spectator tailor makes their own”

LUIS HIDALGO. EL PAÍS (2ND JUNE 2014)

“You have no more energy, your legs ache, your eyes are watering, but the spirit of celebration makes the last night of Pri-

mavera a party in itself”

CARLOS SALA. LA RAZÓN (2ND JUNE 2014)

“You’d be hard pushed to find a stronger line-up than Barcelona’s Primavera Sound this summer”

PATRICK SMITH. THE TELEGRAPH (31ST MAY 2014)

“The festival has expanded considerably in size and reputation over the last 14 years - to the point where it

is often mooted the best of its kind in the world - yet it retains the atmosphere of a very special event. That is primarily 

down to its line-up, which consistently draws big names yet, in a display of solidarity, is presen- ted alphabetically. What’s 

more, despite being rooted in the indie-rock world, every year some of the most exciting breaking acts from across a spec-

trum of genres feature on the bill, not to mention a raft of the most interesting established concerts”

JAMES SKINNER. THE QUIETUS (9TH JUNE 2014)

“As is the case every year Primavera Sound is the ideal place to take the pulse of the most talked about and influential 

bands on the contemporary music scene”

NEO 2. MARC MUÑOZ (29TH MAY 2014)

“Primavera Sound continues to increase its number of spectators, year on year, spelling out its glorious success story”

ABC. DAVID MORÁN (2ND JUNE 2014)

2013 EDITION

“If there is something that really makes Primavera special and gives it a personality that distinguishes it from other macro 

festivals it is its fervent support of emerging bands. And this in turn makes the festival into a box of surprises. And of course 

the same goes for Catalan bands, the festival does not forget its ties to the city” 

LETICIA BLANCO. EL MUNDO (23RD MAY 2013)

“The most significant identity mark of Primavera Sound is its ability to design programmes that accommodate all classes of 

band. The discreet crowd, the unfairly ignored and the long forgotten, joining forces to give sense to an event that, despite 

its incredible growth, continues to keep a watchful eye on the way its programme evolves avoids the temptation of having 

recourse to fillers. The hundred or so bands are the true backbone of Primavera Sound. To find the essence of Primavera 

Sound you need to read between the lines” 

DAVID MORÁN. ROCKDELUX (JULIOL-AGOST 2013)

“Primavera Sound has not stopped growing and has become a European reference. The importance of the quality of the 

music and the economic impact of the festival are beyond all doubt”

LA VANGUARDIA - EDITORIAL (24TH MAY 2013)

“Just how big can Primavera Sound get is a question that nobody dares to answer”

GUILLEM VIDAL. EL PUNT (22ND MAY 2013)



“This year’s Primavera Sound still delivered a solid array of up-and-comers, local favorites, contemporary standards and the 

big names that move tickets. The festival’s certainly evolved from where it started out early last decade, but it hasn’t lost its 

special vibe that’s unmatched by most of its competition”

JAMES ZIEGENFUS. POPMATTERS (13TH JUNE 2013)

“Not many festivals can marry a city break in Europe’s coolest party locale, a weekend at the beach and a line-up of the 

hippest new bands but Primavera Sound manages just that. Indeed, it’s been feeding its forward-thinking mix of indie bands 

and encores from legendary acts to the in-the-know crowd for 12 years now”

SARAH WARWICK. EASY JET TRAVELLER (MAY 2013)

”Primavera Sound has a unique line up based on their very clever collaborations with taste making colleagues like ATP, Vice 

and Pitchfork. If you visit this festival you can be sure to put your eyes on something brand new AND seeing a number of old 

favourite bands”

MTV NORDIC (28TH MAY 2013)

“Primavera Sound is a marathon of quality”

TOBY L. ROCKFEEDBACK (03RD JUNE 2013)

“The secret of Primavera has always been the loyalty of both the public and the musicians: once you have been you always 

want to come back”

EMILIANO COLASANTI. ROLLING STONE (28TH MAY 2013)

“Primavera has grown progressively and constantly edition after edition, beating all its records without ever betraying 

its formula: an enormous event, with bigger and bigger audiences and designed for the masses, but developed with the 

finesse and experience of experts. One of the most important festivals worldwide” 

PHILIP DI SALVO. WIRED (17TH MAY 2013)

2012 EDITION

“Primavera Sound plays in the first division. Not only in terms of music. After Alimentaria and the Mobile World Congress, it is 

the third most profitable event in Barcelona”

EDITORIAL, LA VANGUARDIA (2ND JUNE 2012)

“Back in 2010, the Washington Post declared that the city’s Primavera Sound event was the best music festival in the world. 

Having attended every edition of the event since 2009, I’d say it is without doubt the best live event I’ve had the pleasure of 

attending. Thank heavens for Primavera”

EAMON SWEENEY. IRISH INDEPENDENT (16TH JUNE 2012)

“Barcelona’s Primavera Sound is now entering its 12th year and arguably in the best shape ever — even ex- panding to a 

second event in Porto, Portugal to appease demand”

TOM QUICKFALL. THE STOOL PIGEON (8TH JUNE 2012)

“Primavera Sound festival, with record attendance and event taking place across Barcelona, is not a coincidence nor is it a 

miracle. It is the latest triumph of the epic achievement that started modestly in the 90s and went on to blossom in the next 

decade and has continued to expand and consolidate over the last few editions, in the Parc del Fòrum that has become the 

Xanadu of music lovers over a few sublime days” 

JUAN MANUEL FREIRE. EL PERIÓDICO (27TH MAY 2012)



“Primavera Sound is one of the world’s most incredible music festivals, unique in the way they unite (even re-unite) world- 

famous headliners while also digging deep to discover up-and-coming artists. It brings artists from all over the world, with an 

ear that is uniquely attuned to sounds from Spain’s underground”

FREE MUSIC ARCHIVE (10TH MAY 2012)

“ Sky, sun, sea... and a programme that can put any other festival to shame. This paradise can be found at Primavera Sound”

ABIGAÏL AÏNOUZ AND ONDINE BENETIER. INROCKUPTIBLES (13TH JUNE 2012)

“Primavera Sound is a consolidated value. The organisation is impeccable, the setting incomparable and where the line up 

never disappoints”

H. NAVARRO. EL MUNDO DEPORTIVO (9TH JUNE 2012) 2012)

“Primavera Sound is the Pandora’s box of festivals. Every year they create a new surprise”

SERGIO PULIDO. B-GUIDED (JUNE 2012)

“150,000 people in love with Primavera”

ORIOL RODRÍGUEZ. LA VANGUARDIA [QUÈ FEM] (1ST JUNE 2012)

2011 EDITION

“Primavera Sound has gained a reputation for having the best line up of any music festival in the calendar and this year was 

no exception”

TOM ROBINSON. BBC (22ND JUNE 2011)

“Pulp and Primavera Sound make history. The Fòrum went mad and made the comeback of the band one of the highlights of 

its eleventh edition”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (29TH MAY 2011)

“One of the world’s most incredible live music events”

WFMU (20TH JUNE 2011)

“Primavera Sound has been building a business model for eleven years now which has become highly profitable at a time of 

global crisis and music crisis in particular”.

ESTEBAN LINÉS. LA VANGUARDIA (30TH MAY 2011)

“Primavera Sound is thus confirmed as the great South-European festival”

CARLOS SALA. LA RAZÓN (25TH MAY 2011)

“Primavera Sound continues to grow without being exclusively dependent on the headliners. If that isn’t character....”

ÍÑIGO LÓPEZ PALACIOS. EL PAÍS, (2ND JUNE 2011)

”Thanks to Primavera Sound, Barcelona is the place of dreams for world independent music”

YUMBER VERA ROJAS. PÁGINA 12 (16TH JUNE 2011)

“Primavera, a well consolidated quality product for a wide range of audience, it is the proof that there is a proactive, very 

curious audience out there, who is willing to work at it and who is not prepared to accept any old hype”

EL MUNDO.ES (2ND JUNE 2011)



“The powerhouse of an event originated as a small gathering that has grown to a five-day event spread across several ve- 

nues, drawing over 120,000 attendees from around the world for its 11th year. Combine that with its 200+ artist line-up and 

you have a one hell of a recipe for the right place at the right time”

ANDREA DOMANICK. L.A. WEEKLY (3RD JUNE 2011)

“The truth is that the Primavera Sound festival is in apotheosis not crisis”

ANNA TORAS AND RODRIGO GARCÍA. LA VANGUARDIA (28TH MAY 2011)

“The projection of Primavera Sound has not stopped growing in the last few years and its format is reinven ting the urban 

festival model”

J. CASAS AND L. SANGRÀ. ADN (25TH MAY 2011)

“276 concerts, 120,000 spectators, five days of music from all over the world: the festival “Primavera Sound” in Barcelona is 

one of the most important European musical events and a must to understand where music is going today”

MATTEO QUINZI. REPUBBLICA NAZIONALE (6TH JUNE 2011)

2010 EDITION

“An all star Primavera which with its careful selection of music and its great sense of business, is up there with the elite of 

European festivals”

CARLOS SALA. LA RAZÓN (28TH MAY 2010)

“Primavera Sound has become a brand name, synonymous with a wide range of styles, high quality and an absence of 

constraints or extra musical protagonism”

ESTEBAN LINÉS. LA VANGUARDIA (1ST JUNE 2010)

“Primavera is an impervious bubble which keeps growing against all odds and testing its limits”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (29TH APRIL 2010)

“Primavera Sound breaks with the stereotype of festival partying and puts emphasis on quality, risk and the independence 

of the bands. One comes here to listen to music”

JESÚS MIGUEL MARCOS. PÚBLICO (27TH JUNE 2010)

“A festival that will go down in history”

DAVID BROC. AVUI (31ST MAY 2010)

“An unmitigated success in the middle of the crisis”

IKER SEISDEDOS. EL PAÍS (31ST MAY 2010)

“Primavera has managed to connect with the indie spirit of the new millennium, one which has generated a public that is 

totally hooked on Internet, digital information and above all the new model of listening to music which has come with the 

emergence of streaming”

RAMON SURIÓ. ROCKDELUX (JUNE 2010)

“Primavera Sound has become a reference for alternative music in the universe”

LLUÍS S. CEPRIÁN. ROCKZONE (JUNE 2010)



“If anyone is going to decide the sound of next decade, it’s the tastemakers at this extraordinary international event called 

Primavera Sound”

HAZEL SHEFFIELD. THE DAILY TELEGRAPH (4TH JUNE 2010)

“If there is a music festival, that in recent years, can be considered as paradise for lovers of the most alternative melodies, it 

answers to the name of Primavera Sound. Paradise for music lovers”

HUGO SOUSA. CLIP, PORTUGAL (MAY 2010)

“Primavera Sound was, quite possibly, the best festival any of us had ever been to and that all other festivals now pale into 

muddy, sodden insignificance, with their stupidly controlled spirit measures and torrential rain. So if there’s only one festival 

you go to next year, make it Primavera Sound...”

APRIL WELSH. CLASH (5TH JUNE 2010)

2009 EDITION

“This event is a real discovery. Where the indie concept may have reached its pinnacle”

ESTEBAN LINÉS. LA VANGUARDIA (29TH MAY 2009)

“Primavera Sound is definitely the festival of all festivals”

ESTEBAN LINÉS. LA VANGUARDIA (31ST MAY 2009)

“The best festival in the world this year is the Primavera Sound Festival”

DAVID MALITZ. WASHINGTON POST (29TH MAY 2009)

“Primavera Sound, epicentre of independent rock”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (31ST MAY 2009)

“The Canadian Neil Young closed the most successful edition of Primavera Sound”

GUILLEM VIDAL. EL PUNT (31ST MAY 2009)

“Primavera Sound has managed, in its own right, to be an international reference as well as a generator of business and 

stimulator of the national alternative music market”

CARLOS SALA. LA RAZÓN (1ST JUNE 2009)

“Neil Young, perfect storm in the best Primavera Sound”

DAVID MORAL. ABC (1ST JUNE 2009)

“The best independent music festival just gets better every time”

VERONICA ROMÁN. ROLLING STONE (APRIL 2009)

“An event, which is gaining in public and quality and is becoming one of the best European festivals”

DAVID MORÁN. ROCKDELUX (JULY - AUGUST 2009)

“Created in 2001, Primavera Sound is nowadays like heaven on earth for several days for alternative music lovers”

KARL FLUCH. DER STANDARD, AUSTRIA (3RD JUNE 2009)



2008 EDITION

“Missing a day of Primavera is like missing out on a year’s worth of music”

ABEL GONZÁLEZ. PÚBLICO (1ST JUNE 2008)

“Fortunately distant from the usual trendy ups & downs, this edition’s line-up exclusively caters for the exquisite guidelines 

laid down in previous years. Real elitism directed to the crowds”

ALEIX MONTOTO. ROCKDELUX (MAY 2008)

“Primavera Sound becomes after several editions, the first major stop on Europe’s musical summer”

SOPHIAN PANEN. LIBÉRATION (2ND JUNE 2008)“The Primavera is, obviously, a nostalgic gaze towards the future”

CARLOS SALA. LA RAZÓN (1ST JUNE 2008)

“Primavera Sound is one of the few festivals to which the attendants arrive knowing perfectly what they’re going to see or 

what they want to discover: the festival of music lovers”

SILVIA GRIJALVA. EL CULTURAL – SUPL. EL MUNDO (29TH MAY 2008)

“Praiseworthy variety, high quality, sensory overdose (...) Brilliant edition”

XAVIER VALIÑO AND JOSÉ LUIS TORRELAVEGA. RUTA 66 (JULY - AUGUST 2008)

“Primavera brings together emblematic pop artists along with new pretenders for the throne of indie music”

RAMON SÚRIO. LA VANGUARDIA (31ST MAY 2008)

“True to its own tradition, the most eclectic festival of Barcelona pitched on a starless but essential line-up filled with past, 

present and future names of independent music”

JAMES BEGG. METRO (30TH MAY 2008)

“Many people will remember Primavera Sound 2008 as the biggest and best edition organised until now. Not only was the 

line-up impressive on paper, but it was also true on-site (...) a huge festival with nearly 150 bands (and get this: more than FIB 

and Summercase put together)”

SANDRA RONCAL AND ALBERTO CASTRO. POP MUZIK (5TH JULY 2008) 

 

“You go to bed with the feeling you have reviewed, in three days, more than forty years of music in a joyful pileup between 

past, present and future. Place your bets for the 2009 line-up...” 

VINCENT ARQUILLIERE. LES INROCKUPTIBLES (7TH JULY 2008)

2007 EDITION

“The real merit of Primavera Sound is to have broken all its own records – no less than 20,000 people more than last year – 

without giving up a line-up nurtured exclusively by creative incentives that grows more and more every year.”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (4TH JUNE 2007)

“Barcelona consolidates itself as a music capital with Primavera Sound, gathering over 62,000 attendees in only three days... 

the international meeting of indie music of Barcelona can rub shoulders with the electronic Sónar”

LA VANGUARDIA - OPINIÓN (6TH JUNE 2007)



“Sun, sea and an exceptional line-up in Primavera Sound”

MANIS AGARWAL. MOJO (JULY – AUGUST 2007)

“Primavera Sound can boast about being able to attract thousands of people without urgent needs for undisputed headli-

ners”

GUILLEM VIDAL, EL PUNT (3RD JUNE 2007)

“Primavera Sound showed what should be - and is - its true face, the one of a big festival for many small audiences”

JAVIER BLÁNQUEZ. EL MUNDO (3RD JUNE 2007)

“As always, Primavera Sound is the most didactic proposal that one can enjoy on a big scale regarding high level music in 

this country”

RUBEN PÉREZ. GO MAG (JULY – AUGUST 2007)

“Primavera Sound, European success”

RAMON SURIÓ. LA VANGUARDIA (4TH JUNE 2007)

“An exceptional festival”

VINCENT ARQUILLIÈRE. LES INROCKUPTIBLES (26TH JULY 2007)

“All Tomorrow’s Parties joined like-minded Primavera Sound in the Forum area of Barcelona this year... more stages and ama-

zing line-up of cult rock’n’roll”

NIC HOWDEN. ACCESS ALL AREAS (JULY – AUGUST 2007)

“The best thing about the festival is to lose yourself among the stages and discover new bands and sounds”

CARINE BOUILLON RAVELINE (JULY – AUGUST 2007)

“The veteran rocker Patti Smith confirms the magnitude of her legend in Forum”

DONAT PUTX AND KARLES TORRA. LA VANGUARDIA (3RD JUNE 2007)

2006 EDITION

“You just needed a quick look at the line-up to notice that most of the bands could hardly be seen together in the same 

festival, and that their only common denominator is that they don’t follow conventionalisms or weak tendencies” So it is 

Primavera Sound”

XAVIER CERVANTES. ROCKDELUX (JULY – AUGUST 2006)

“Primavera Sound has proved that you can host a festival with minority artists and radical experimenters and not only survi- 

ve, but be a great success”

NANDO CRUZ. EL PERIÓDICO (5TH JUNE 2006 )

“An amazing gathering of bands for a festival that is truly a yearly gift for music lovers”

JOSEP MARTÍN. GO MAG (JULY 2006)

“Primavera Sound, with time, has consolidated itself as a major quality offer”

CARLOS SALA. LA RAZÓN (5TH JUNE 2006)



“Lou Reed presented one of the bravest and vital rock sessions to be seen around here recently”

DONAT PUTX. LA VANGUARDIA (5TH JUNE 2006)

“Shellac tested the Auditori’s foundations with their furious, threatening hardcore, with no additives. Relentless and brilliant”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (5TH JUNE 2006)

“The multicoloured universe of The Flaming Lips fascinates, seduces and amuses at the Forum”

GUILLEM VIDAL. EL PUNT (4TH JUNE 2006)

2005 EDITION

“Primavera Sound increases attendance numbers and ends with most amazing line up ever”

NANDO CRUZ. EL PERIÓDICO (30TH MAY 2005)

“Sonic Youth and Echo & The Bunnymen give a golden touch to Primavera Sound”

SONIA DOMÉNECH. LA RAZÓN (30TH MAY 2005)

“Sonic Youth’s distortion closes Primavera Sound’s biggest public attendance edition ever”

GUILLEM VIDAL. EL PUNT (30TH MAY 2005)

“The best Primavera Sound so far. 44.000 people attended the Forum site during the three days of the festival”

RAMON SÚRIO. LA VANGUARDIA (30TH MAY 2005)

“Primavera Sound scores high at its Forum debut”

DAVID BROC. AVUI (28TH MAY 2005)

”Primavera Sound opens itself to the sea”

ESTEBAN LINÉS. LA VANGUARDIA (MAY 2005)

“The ultimate urban festival”

PLANETA FORTUNA (MAY 2005)

“Primavera Sound ends with a rough and an astonishing rock day”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (30TH MAY 2005)

2004 EDITION

“So we can be grateful that the new PJ Harvey album is initially being drip-fed to the public through a series of open air 

shows, and festivals like this impressively appointed 3-day event in Barcelona and in Glastonbury” 

KEITH CAMERON. Q MAGAZINE (AUGUST 2004)

“The comeback of a fit and in top form Pixies fills up the capacity of Primavera Sound”

SONIA DOMÉNECH. LA RAZÓN (30TH MAY 2004)

“Primavera Sound says good bye to its most popular edition to date”

DAVID BROC. AVUI (31ST MAY 2004)



“Primavera Sound 2004 belittles under the Pixies’ comeback”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (30TH MAY 2004)

“Primavera Sound confirms its condition as a great alternative music window”

RAMÓN SURIO. LA VANGUARDIA (31ST MAY 2004)

“Pixies make history in Primavera Sound”

NANDO CRUZ. EL PERIÓDICO (30TH MAY 2004)

“Attendance figures invite to be optimistic and to keep faith in Primavera Sound as one of the most popular events of the 

musical season”

JAVIER BLÁNQUEZ. EL MUNDO (31ST MAY 2004)

“Singer and songwriter PJ Harvey triumphs in the last day of Primavera Sound”

LUIS HIDALGO. EL PAÍS (31ST MAY 2004)

“Outstanding artistic appearance with legendary shows, surprising new bands and a top level general mood”

XAVI CERVANTES. ROCKDELUX (JULY – AUGUST 2004)

2003 EDITION

“The Primavera Sound Festival is the perfect hors d D’ oeuvre to The Summer’s forthcoming blowout- a compact two- dayer 

up a big hill in Spain’s most rocking city”. The bands (which range from The White Stripes to electroclash girl group WIT) are 

the most forward-thinking in their genres, the drinks are cheap and the vibes are messy”

ALEX NEEDHAM AND AMANDA AUGUST. NME (7TH JUNE 2003)

“Is it possible to beat a festival, which in two days is capable of gathering the likes of Television, The White Stripes, Wire, LCD 

Soundsystem, Sonic Youth, Mary Gauthier, Mogwai, Julian Cope, Yo La Tengo, dj/ rupture, El- P, The Go Betweens...? We will find 

the answer in one-year time. Optimism invites us to think yes, indeed”

 XAVI CERVANTES. ROCKDELUX (JULY – AUGUST 2003)

“A top festival, which in 2004 seems likely to keep on growing”

FRANCESC FELIU AND IGANSI TRAPERO. ROCKSOUND (JULY – AUGUST 2003)

“The inconvenient rain of Saturday night was not an obstacle for the festival to sell out and so reach its own artistic and 

popular peak”

DAVID BROC. AVUI (26TH APRIL 2003)

“Primavera Sound closes reaching its limit after a second day dominated by rock”

LUIS HIDALGO. EL PAÍS (26TH MAY 2003)

“The brilliant closure of Primavera Sound outshines the rain of the last day”

NANDO CRUZ. EL PERIÓDICO (26TH MAY 2003)

“Sonic Youth and Television top an amazing edition”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC (26TH MAY 2003)



“Sonic Youth and Television, the finishing touches of the Primavera Sound festival with biggest crowds ever”

SONIA DOMÉNECH. LA RAZÓN (26TH MAY 2003)

“The strength of Sonic Youth and The White Stripes closes a triumphant Primavera Sound”

RAMON SÚRIO. LA VANGUARDIA (26TH MAY 2003)

2002 EDITION

“Primavera Sound is striving to become an urban pop summit”

DAVID MORÁN. ABC. (19TH FEBRUARY 2002)

“The unstoppable wave that is making Barcelona one of the European capitals of music gets even bigger mid-May with the 

celebration of Primavera Sound, a two-day festival, that takes place in the Poble Espanyol and where the extensive program-

me contains the most interesting pop-rock of the moment”

ESTEBAN LINÉS. LA VANGUARDIA (23RD FEBRUARY 2002)

2001 EDITION

“Despite being spread over five stages; the size of the audience, was constant from well before the starting signal; the artis-

tic level, excellent and satisfaction was general. The only possible response is a positive one: we deserve more editions ”

LLORENÇ ROVIRAS. ROCKDELUX (28TH APRIL 2001)

“The formula of mixing alternative Spanish rock with imported electronic sounds, has made Primavera Sound a huge success 

that shows that guitars and dance music are not at odds with each other”

LA VANGUARDIA (29TH APRIL 2001)

 



HISTORY

2015 EDITION   

The enormous area of the Parc del Fòrum welcomed a total of 175,000 people during its four days of live music, to 

which we must add the participants in the complementary activities of Primavera a la Ciutat. A multitude of music 

lovers remained true to their annual rendezvous with their musical icons, to enjoy their favourite bands, to discover 

emerging talents, to surprise themselves with proposals outside their normal sphere of interest, to open themselves up 

to new sounds from all around the world and dance until dawn to the most influential electronic sounds.

Rock by the New York band The Strokes, Underworld performing “dubnobasswithmyheadman” in its entirety on its 20th 

anniversary, the experimentation from the Germans Einstürzende Neubauten, the refined singer songwriter Tori Amos, 

Antony’s exhibition with the OBC orchestra or Patti Smith playing the record that made her a legend “Horses” in its 

entirety, will be remembered as some of the culminating moments of this edition. The masterly lesson in elegance and 

rock’n’roll given by the Americans The Replacements or the stage comeback of the British shoegaze band Ride together 

with surprises such as JUNGLE’s contagious electronic funk and the exceptional demonstration of Chet Faker’s talent 

also left a lasting impression on the audience.

Among the most eclectic concerts were the African sounds of the super-band Les Ambassadeurs led by Salif Keita, 

flamenco by Rocío Márquez in the Auditori accompanied by Refree and Pepe Habichuela, the contemporary music with 

a disco theme from Arthur Russel’s Instrumentals and the sound experience of Sunn O))) defying the limits of sound 

and distortion.

For yet another year, electronic music played an important role in the festival with sessions by big names of the genre 

such as Richie Hawtin, Dixon and Andrew Weatherall and explosive live sets by Caribou, The Juan MacLean or Dan Dea-

con. Hip hop was also well represented by the young Tyler, The Creator, the duo Run The Jewels and the mutant rhythms 

of Shabazz Palaces.

As always the local and national scene had an important place with Nueva Vulcano’s intense punk, Christina Rosenvin-

ge presenting her new album “Lo nuestro”, MOURN’s guitars, the debut of the local artist Núria Graham, electronic music 

by Der Panther and The Suicide Of Western Culture, metal from Exxasens and pop from the different perspectives of 

Los Punsetes, Sr. Chinarro and Neleonard.

2014 EDITION

Primavera Sound closed its fourteenth edition with a superlative selection of artists. The Canadians Arcade Fire perfor-

med in the Parc del Fòrum demonstrating why they are the independent band of the decade, The Pixies also commu-

ned with the masses with tracks that have marked several generations, The National gave a lesson in dark rock and the 

cult band Neutral Milk Hotel effected one of the most celebrated comebacks of the last few years.

Although the festival’s line-up had so much to choose from, among some of the most popular concerts for the spec-

tators were Charles Bradley’s soul demonstration, the hip hop artist Kendrick Lamar, the Americans Nine Inch Nails, 

the Brazilian Caetano Veloso, the garage house for the masses from the British band Disclo- sure, the powerful rock 

by Queens Of The Stone Age, the sounds of the eighties by Future Islands and the impressive and always arresting St. 

Vincent.



There were also huge moments to remember outside the area of pop and rock: the power of the polyrhythmic orchestra 

Antibalas, hardcore from the Americans Touché Amoré, modernised metal by Deafheaven, free jazz by Sun Ra Arkestra, 

Wolf Eyes’ noise and organic electronic music from the duo Darkside. Electronic music also had its place at the festival 

filling the site with a master class from the French DJ Laurent Garnier, Julio Bashmore from the UK and live acts by the 

Germans Moderat (collaboration between Modeselektor and Apparat), The Haxan Cloak and Factory Floor or the natio-

nals John Talabot, Angel Molina, Dj Fra, Dj Zero, Pional, Shelby Grey and Dj Coco. And as usual there was room for veteran 

artists such as Dr. John and The Nite Trippers with their Cajun sound and incredible folk by Julian Cope.

Folk with American roots by Joana Serrat from Vic, experimental pop by the Mallorca band Oso Leone, kraut electronic 

music by Valencia’s Jupiter Lion or the Barcelona band El Último Vecino were some of the discoveries of this last edi-

tion, at which national artists were superbly represented.

The festival put an end to its fourteeth edition with a total of almost 350 concerts and 190,000 visits spread over the 

different venues that hosted the programme during the whole week and which filled Barcelona with live music and 

complementary activities.

2013 EDITION

Primavera Sound 2013 hosted on its multiple stages an incredible number of unforgettable concerts for the public. 

The Postal Service’s comeback, the confirmation of the French band Phoenix as stars, the spectacular show of the 

Australians Tame Impala, the crowning of Deerhunter as the kings of contemporary indie rock and the performance of 

the charismatic Nick Cave accompanied by his band The Bad Seeds are among the most outstanding moments of this 

edition.

The festival reached its high point in the Parc del Fòrum with the concert of the British band Blur, the band led by 

Damon Albarn and Graham Coxon drew an impressive crowd and played great hits such as “Girls & Boys” and “Song 

2”, but the extensive line up of the festival left us with many other moments to remember. Bob Mould, ex-Sugar and 

ex-Dü, revisiting his brilliant career, exquisite electronic pop from the young Ja- mes Blake, hip hop from Wu-Tang Clan, 

the intensely loud My Bloody Valentine, Los Planetas from Granada playing “Una semana en el motor de un autobús”, 

the hedonistic Hot Chip, the performance-concert of the Scandinavian band The Knife, the exuberant set by Solange 

Knowles, unclassifiable rock by Kurt Vile with The Violators, indie pop from California by Local Natives and African jazz by 

Mulatu Astatke are just some examples of the 260 concerts programmed at the thirteenth edition of the festival.

Like every year a big part of the line up was dedicated to national bands, and among the most memorable was the 

presentation of Barcelona-band Manel’s third album, the explosion of dynamic instrumental rock from the Madrid band 

Toundra, Fred I Son’s highly stylised pop, The Free Fall Band and La Brigada, the then new electronic airs from La Bien 

Querida and the comeback of El Inquilino Comunista from Bilbao.

The Barcelona event once again broke its own record in reaching an attendance of 170,000 counting the four days in the 

Parc del Fòrum and the activities in the framework of Primavera a la Ciutat.



2012 EDITION

The last edition has once again left us with unforgettable moments in the form of concerts, like the incredible come-

back of the Swedish band Refused, the performance of the lead singer of Neutral Milk Hotel, Jeff Mangum in the Auditori 

Rockdelux and a new demonstration of power and sensitivity from the Americans Wilco, one of the Primavera public’s 

best loved bands. Hits from the British bands Franz Ferdinand and The xx, pop with ethnic overtones from Zach Condon 

with Beirut, the power of Napalm Death and new names like Grimes, Danny Brown, Other Lives and Kindness are some of 

the other champions of Primavera Sound 2012. Without a doubt the crucial moment of the festival was the concert by 

The Cure, who led by Robert Smith gave a monumental three-hour concert looking back over his long career, delighting 

thousands of people with immortal hits like “Friday I’m In Love”, “Boys Don’t Cry”, “Just Like Heaven” and “In Between 

Days”. The national bands also shone as usual and the audience was able to enjoy great concerts, like Bigott from 

Zaragoza reinforcing his position as someone to watch out for, the irresistible analogical sound of the duo Pegasvs, the 

live debut of the Catalan John Talabot, one of the big names in electronic music of the year, Refree from Barcelona going 

over the best moments of his career and the performance of pop with southern aromas from the band Grupo De Exper-

tos Solynieve. As usual some of the best moments came from classical names and well established artists. The class 

of Marianne Faithfull, dark rock from The Chameleons, brusque soul rock from the Afghan Whigs on incredible form and 

the concert by Nick Garrie with an orchestra formed for the occasion were some of the key moments of this edition.

The eight stages of the Parc del Fòrum hosted the majority of the programme, with 201 concerts gathering more than 

117.000 spectators in total. On the other hand, Primavera a la Ciutat considerably increased its programme of free activi-

ties with a programme of 69 concerts in various venues around Barcelona spreading the Primavera spirit across the city.

2011 EDITION

The eleventh edition of Primavera Sound broke a new record and brought together more than 120,000 assistants at the 

Parc del Fòrum. On Thursday 26th of May nearly 39,500 people gathered for the musical event, while on Friday 27th the 

attendance rose up to 43,800. On Saturday 28th of May the festival received over 40.000 spectators.

Caribou’s electronic magic, the classic pop of the Liverpool group Echo & The Bunnymen, the indie pop of Comet Gain 

and the Japanese roadroller Nisennenmondai were part of the menu of the official opening day on Wednesday 25th of 

May at the Poble Espanyol, original site of the festival at the beginning, which saw a massive flow of people and hung 

the “sold out” sign with 5,300 attendees. Sunday saw a similar figure for the closing ceremony, which featured perfor-

mances by Mercury Rev, BMXBandits, My Teenage Stride and Me and the Bees.

Primavera Sound 2011 offered a line-up formed by 221 bands and left for keepsake spectacular concerts of pop and 

rockstars like The National, the band led by Nick Cave Grinderman, the Scots Belle & Sebastian or the colourful show of 

the veterans The Flaming Lips, and the performances of other heavyweight bands like the British PJ Harvey or the expe-

rimental pop magicians Animal Collective.

But surely the key event that weekend was the comeback of the band Pulp, which struck on Friday with a concert 

full of hits such as “Babies”, “Disco 2000” and “Common People”, a song that its leader Jarvis Cocker dedicated to the 

participants of the camp in Plaza Catalunya evicted that morning, and joining himself to the protest by declaring himself 

“indignado” (outraged).

The classics also shone brightly. Cult groups like The Monochrome Set and Pere Ubu, the post-punk of P.I.L. or John 



Cale’s performance together with the instrumental group BCN216, playing the entire album “1916” in the Auditori Rockde-

lux, proved that seniority is only a degree.

As usual, the festival was a platform for emerging bands. Friday’s concerts brought us two of the most awaited artists, 

James Blake and Twin Shadow, and both proved that they are here to stay. Sonny & The Sunsets, Big Boi, Of Montreal or 

Spanish bands Lüger and Toundra were other highlights on the musical days. Primavera a la Ciutat started to be more 

than a musical appetizer. Great number of performances scheduled in various locations and in unusual formats that 

flooded the centre of Barcelona with great music for more than two weeks and brought together over 5.000 people. The 

bulk of the programming had been focused on new proposals born in the city, such as Violet Lades, Desmond, Vistalegre 

and many more, but also had guests like Darren Hayman and Eli Paperboy Reed.

2010 EDITION

In the year of its tenth anniversary, Primavera Sound broke its record of attendance with over 100,000 spectators, a 

number which has consolidated the festival as a clear international reference for independent music. The main novelty 

of this edition was the creation of PrimaveraPro. The festivals organizers had been toying around the with the idea of 

creating a new tool for the music business since Primavera Sound has been for many years a meeting point for the 

music industry. The first edition of PrimaveraPro proved to be a success, gathering more than 400 music industry pro-

fessionals from different countries and different areas within the sector such as labels, booking agencies, promoters or 

festival programmers.

In its first day of main programming, the musical event managed to attract 31,200 people, an unprecedented number for 

a Thursday night. The spectacular return of Pavement, the indie rock of Superchunk, the seniority of Mark E. Smith from 

The Fall and the icy pop of The XX were some of the winners of the day. Among the outstanding revelations; Pony Bravo 

from Seville, the Argentineans Él Mató A Un Policía Motorizado and the Israelis Monotonix, who offered an insane show 

for the audience of the Vice stage.

On the second day of performances, the festival sold out thanks to the massive number of people (35,000 visitors) and 

the absolute triumph of the Pixies, which was probably the concert with the biggest audience ever in the history of this 

event. Together with the Boston band, other artists also shone like Beach House, the presentation of the new spectacle 

of the Barcelona band Standstill, Wire who are always on form and the thunderous performances of Shellac and Les 

Savy Fav, two Primavera Sound classics. Japandroids, the experimental electropop of Cold Cave and Best Coast also 

stood out among the emerging artist of the day.

On the last day the Parc Del Fòrum once again sold out with the performances of Pet Shop Boys and Orbital as head-

liners and many more concerts amongst which the homage to La leyenda del Tiempo, the experimental sound of the 

Australian Ben Frost, Brian Wilson’s right hand man in the late sixties Van Dyke Parks, Built To Spill, Grizzly Bear and 

Matt&Kim.

The parallel programme Primavera a la Ciutat attracted close to 6,000 people in its different spaces. Primavera al Parc 

allowed people to see international bands of the calibre of Dum Dum Girls, Ganglians, Real State and The King Khan & 

BBQ together with national bands like McEnroe and Diploide free of charge. Primavera als Clubs filled various venues 

around town with band like Maika Makovski, Los Campesinos! Toundra and Me and The Bees. Primavera al Metro put on 

acts such as Internet 2 and The Nu Niles.



2009 EDITION

The ninth edition of the Barcelona festival closed its door with a record attendance and a record number of concerts. 

With a total of 171 concerts, the line up of 2009 managed to gather over 80,000 spectators, the highest number of 

spectators in the history of the festival. The audience was spread around the fourteen stages of the festival, six of 

which are on the Parc del Fòrum site (76,000 spectators) and another eight distributed around the centre of Barcelona 

with Primavera in the City, which attracted 4,600 more spectators. The starting signal was given in various underground 

stations of the town centre on Saturday 23rd of May and the usual presentation showcases, organized with the colla-

boration of different record companies and taking place from Monday the 25th in the Apolo, La [2] and Sidecar.

The main event took place on the 28th, 29th and 30th of May and the second edition of Primavera at the Park (free 

concerts in the Joan Miró) consolidated itself in 2009 with twelve excellent concerts which prolonged the festival into 

the Sunday 31st of May.

The first day started with Cuzo, La Bien Querida and Veracruz. The crowd lived a crescendo leading to the climax with 

the concert of My Bloody Valentine. The 21,300 people who went to the Forum could also enjoy the concerts of Yo la 

Tengo, The Vaselines, Phoenix, Aphex Twin, Squarepusher, Andrew Bird and The Horrors. On the second day 24,100 people 

gathered to see concerts of bands like Bloc Party, Throwing Muses, Saint Etienne, Jarvis Cocker, Art Brut, Damien Jurado 

and the second performance of My Bloody Valentine, this time in the Auditori. The concerts of Sonic Youth, Herman 

Dune, Deerhunter, Simian Mobile disco, Liars, Michael Nyman, Ghostface Killah and Black Lips brought together 30,000 

people on Saturday 30th. A historical number because it is the day with the highest number of people since the begin-

ning of the festival in 2001. However without a doubt the name that really stood out was Neil Young, since this Canadian 

singer and guitarist had not played Barcelona for twenty-two years.

Apart from the big names, the festival consolidated itself as the perfect platform to promote new bands. Artists like 

Ezra Furman & The Harpoons, Girls, The Lions Constellation and Rosvita are some of the acts, which stood out among 

the newcomers to the festival that satisfied the audience’s desire to see new bands.

2008 EDITION

160 artists, 200 hours of live music, with an eclectic line up in a festival which went beyond the limits of the Parc Del 

Fòrum into the centre of Barcelona city. The parallel activities of the event have gained importance in the year 2008 

with performances in different venues in the city, in the Joan Miró Park and several underground stations. And as well as 

opening spaces for other types of public around the city, Primavera Sound was once again the springboard for new and 

interesting acts such as A Place To Bury Strangers, Health, Times New Viking, Moho or Shipping News.

During the first day of the festival, Portishead, MGMT, Public Enemy and Vampire weekend among many others, were the 

headliners of the Parc Del Fòrum. On the second day were the outstanding concerts of Cat Power, Bishop Allen and El 

Guincho, who played the same stages as classics such as The Sonics, Devo, Nick Lowe and Mary Weiss, who maintain 

their es- sence and move people generation after generation. During the third day, Rufus Wainwright, Enrique Morente 

and Lagartija Nick, Animal Collective and Tindersticks closed the extremely successful festival with style. The public, of 

almost 60,000 are proof of its good health at a critical moment for the music industry in Spain.

Other bands which got on stage at the Primavera Sound 2008 were Apparat Band, Bon Iver, Dirty Projectors, Fuck 

Buttons, Les Savy Fav, Menomena, Holy Fuck, Okkervil River, Pissed Jeans, Unchained, The Wave Pictures, Russian Red, 

Lightspeed Champion, The Strange Death Of Liberal England, Surkin, Tarántula, The Mary Onettes, Messer Chups, It’s Not 

Not, The Marzipan Man, Deerhunter, Eric’s Trip, Devastations, Fanfarlo, The Swell Season, Throbbing Gristle, Om, Buffalo 

Tom, Caribou, Awesome Color, Digital Mystikz, DM Smith, Edan & Mc Dagha, Explosions In The Sky, Clipse, Holly Golightly 



& The Brakeoffs, Kelley Stoltz, The Missing Leech, No Age, Fasenuova, MV & EE with The Golden Road, Les Aus, Gentle 

Music Men, The Right Ons Soulin’ Thunder Revue, Scout Niblett, Six Organs Of Admittance, Träd Gräs Och Stenar, Why?, 

Voxtrot, Polvo, Para One, Boris, Bob Mould Band, De La Soul, Menomena, No Age, 808 State, Alan Braxe, Autolux, Enon, 

Health, Grande-Marlaska, La Estrella de David, Madee, Midnight Juggernauts, Port O’Brien, Prinzhorn Dance School, She-

llac, Man Man and The Rumble Strips.

As usual the Fira area was open to allow independent national and international labels to show their product to the 

public. The Myspace salon had live acts for the second year running, as did minimúsica with concerts for the little ones. 

The programme parallel to the main event in the Fòrum took the music to the Barcelona underground with free concerts 

by Belmez, Manel, The Lions Constellation and La Célula Durmiente in the stations of Universitat, Clot and Passeig de 

Gràcia.

Under the name of Primavera Als Clubs there were showcases of bands like The Clientele, Matt Elliott, Mi And L’Au, SJ 

Esau and La Orquesta del Caballo Ganador, Scarlet’s Well, Clint, My Brighest Diamond, DM Smith, Abrevadero, Voice Of 

The Seven Woods, Twin Kranes and Andy Votel. The first edition of Primavera Al Parc, which took place in the Joan Miró 

Park, started very well with a public of around 1,000 people in the two days for the concerts of Darren Hayman & Jack 

Hayter Play Hefner songs, David Thomas Broughton, El Hijo, Bankrobber, Guillamino, El Chico Con La Espina Al Costado, Le 

Petit Ramon, The Radio Dept., Torpedo, April Fool’s Day, Manos De Topo, Le Pianc and Extraperlo.

2007 EDITION

The festival underwent a considerable audience increase, with over 60,000 attendees. With thirty per cent of the au-

dience coming from other countries, Primavera Sound had gained weight internationally and was fast becoming one of 

the most important music events of the European scene.

With more than 150 acts - bands and djs – 2007 edition saw an excellent show from the North American band Wilco; as 

well as the comeback of Smashing Pumpkins, after more than a decade in silence. Sonic Youth played the legendary 

album Daydream Nation integrally and the Forum vibrated with the concert of the veteran Patti Smith.

The British music promoter All Tomorrow’s Parties partnership was the greatest novelty of this edition. The ATP directors 

chose the line-up and gave its name to one of the stages, where Modest Mouse played and where bands like Slint, 

Melvins and Comets On Fire played important albums of their career.

Together with these artists, the festival’s stages hosted very different styles: Herman Düne, Múm, Blonde Redhead, The 

Good The Bad And The Queen, Jonathan Richman, Dirty Three, Black Mountain, The Durutti Column, Maxïmo Park, Nathan 

Fake, Pelican, Architecture In Helsinki, Kimya Dawson, Shannon Wright, Robyn Hitchcock And The Venus 3, Buzzcocks, 

Ted Leo & The Pharmacists, Grizzly Bear, Billy Bragg, Girls Against Boys, Isis, Low, Band Of Horses, Built To Spill, Kid Koala, 

The Long Blondes and many others. Among the electronic artists the shows of Justice, Hell, Diplo, Erol Alkan and Dj Yoda 

were outstanding.

National presence increased considerably; in this edition all the nationalbands were given suitable spaces to perform in. 

As on past occasions, the festival tried to give a different vision of Spanish independence, inclu- ding bands like Lisabö, 

Half Foot Outside, Veracruz, Za or The Light Brigada, proposals unfairly forgotten by other Spanish festivals. Another 

new initiative was minimúsica. La Colazione introduced this concept in which the independent bands from Barcelona 

offered concerts for the little ones in the festival’s free kinder- garten. On the days of the 1st and 2nd of June two series 

of performances were held during the afternoon, with live music by Coconot, Las Dolores, Internet 2, Brielah, Sedaiós, 

Decibelios Joe, Tarántula, Los Carradine, Manos de Topo, Las Vaquitas (David from Beef + Joe Crepúsculo -Tarántula-), Al-

baialeix and First Aid Kit. During the festival, Myspace Spain celebrated their beginning at the Forum with some acoustic 



concerts, on the 1st and 2nd of June in a stand located in the Record Fair. Some of the bands that played the “Myspace 

Salon” were: Maximo Park & Grizzly Bear, Fernando Alfaro y los Alienistas, Grupo de Expertos Sol y Nieve, The Secret 

Society, Bonde do Role, Standstill, Mum, Alondra Bentley or Sr. Chinarro.

Regarding the parallel activities, besides the usual Record Label and Industry Fair, the Digital Music Confe- rence 2.0 was 

celebrated. Organized in collaboration with the Catalan Institute of Cultural Industries (ICIC) and aimed at professionals 

from the music and technology industries, this conference focused on current issues in the business as well as artistic 

world, with the objective to find a new approach for digital music in Catalonia and in Spain.

For the second consecutive year, concerts were held on the days preceding the festival (Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-

day) and on the Sunday after the days in Forum. Those showcases to present and close the festival took place in the 

two venues Apolo and La [2] with live acts of a great deal of artists: Centro-Matic, Of Montreal, At Swim Two Birds, Erol 

Alkan, The Orchids, The Sadies and Nueva Vulcano.

2006 EDITION

2006 was the year of total settling in the Forum site. The main new features were a few changes in the layout of the 

stages and some improvements in the infrastructures (catering area, access...). On an artistic level, Primavera Sound 

2006 focused once more on offering quality above all and not popular artists or styles. Artists with long and solid 

careers (Lou Reed, Motörhead, Yo La Tengo, The Flaming Lips, Big Star) performed with some bands of short but shining 

history (Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Babyshambles, Animal Collective, The Rogers Sisters). The experimental rock of No Neck Blues 

Band, Gang Gang Dance, Deerhoof, Boredoms, Akron/Family appeared next to the most veteran rock (The Deadly Snakes, 

The Drones, The New Christs). The list of artists carries on, ranging from the dance electronic music of Erol Alkan, Ellen 

Allien & Apparat, Dj Rush, Rex The Dog, Joris Voorn and The MFA to the intimate sounds of Richard Hawley, Isobel Camp-

bell, José González, Vashti Bunyan, including the super band Undertow Orchestra.

Other outstanding artists include the timeless pop of Stereolab, the psychedelic rock of The Brian Jonestown Massacre, 

the also remarkable Centro-Matic, Lambchop or Drive-By Truckers, the strong rock of Sleater Kinney or the minimal funk 

of the veteran ESG.

Among the local bands stand out the first act after their reunion of the mythical Surfin Bichos, as well as 12Twelve, 

Southern Arts Society, Anari or Tachenko. On the Feria stage, other newcomers and solid bands embracing a wide range 

of styles: Remate, Pauline En La Playa, Le Jonathan Reilly, Coconot, Ainara LeGardon, Beef, Stay, Mazoni, Meu, The Chara-

des, Prin’ La Lá and Clint, among others.

One of the main new differences that year was that concerts were held during the days preceding the Festival. So, on 

the 29th, 30th and 31st of May, people like The Bellrays, Elliot Brood, Experience, Troy Von Balthazar, Jody Wildgoose or 

Annelies Monseré played at the new Apolo concert hall (La [2]) early on in the evening. A post-festival party was also 

thrown, with Centro-Matic, together with other proposals as the techno pop of Xiu Xiu, John Roderick’s folk or the Ameri-

can French Toast, from the record label Dischord.

2005 EDITION

2005 saw plenty of changes regarding the event (mainly due to its relocation from the Poble Espanyol to the Fòrum 

site). It was a year strongly marked by an eclectic line-up where artists like Enrique Morente, Brigitte Fontaine or Psychic 

TV all played despite not being precisely veterans at this kind of event. Another new feature of Primavera Sound 2005 



edition was the use of the impressive Auditorium building where some of the top performances of that weekend took 

place, like the ones from Antony & The Johnsons, Vic Chesnutt or Tortoise. 

This venue quickly became a high point of the festival.

And besides all those new features, if there is something that should be highlighted from that edition, it would definitely 

be the presence of the legendary Mancunian band New Order, after over a decade without playing in front of a Spanish 

audience. The band presented their latest album on the Nitsa-Apolo stage, on Friday 27th. The other great stars of the 

festival were: Iggy Pop’s Stooges live comeback, the experience of New Yorker’s Sonic Youth, the commitment of Steve 

Earle and the essential post punk of Gang of Four.

In addition, a wide range of quality proposals gathered together that weekend: The Wedding Present, Echo & The Bunny- 

men, The Dirtbombs, American Music Club, Psychic TV, Enrique Morente, They Might Be Giants, Micah P. Hinson, Broken 

Social Scene, Vitalic, Sons And Daughters, Kompakt Sound System, Polysics, The Futureheads, Vetiver, Isis, Los Planetas, 

Parker & Lily and more.

The festival also featured the Primavera France event, where a great number of the best French artists per- formed on 

different stages including the likes of Dominique A, M83, Experience, The Married Monk, Helena and Françoiz Breut.

For yet another year a stage was set up (Feria) near the Record Label and Industry Fair where remarkable shows by the 

Swedish Acid House Kings, the American Allison Moorer and the Spanish bands Ginferno, Tarántula, Garzón, The Secret 

Society and The Cheese took place.

2004 EDITION

In 2004 the festival kept growing in length (three days in the Poble Espanyol), artists and attendance. The popularity of 

headliner acts and, especially, the performance of the legendary band Pixies (they played their first European date in 

twelve years) raised the attendance numbers up to 40,000 people who came from Spain, U.K., France, Italy, Germany and 

Portugal. Other headliners such as PJ Harvey, Primal Scream, The Divine Comedy, Wilco or Franz Ferdinand contributed to 

close the most successful festival edition so far.

The Mercat de les Flors, where the day-time activities took place, increased this year the number of bands, thanks to 

the outdoor stage next to the Record labels Fair. The line-up of this area included a greater number of international 

artists such as Edison Woods, Berg Sans Nipple, Fernando Alfaro & Nacho Vegas, Xiu Xiu or Telefax.

Another improvement of this edition was the capacity and the space comfort. The main stage was located on the 

north side of the Poble Espanyol site. This helped to make the access to the stages more fluid. Besides the mentioned 

bands, these were some of the most celebrated shows among the almost 100 live acts of Primavera Sound 2004: Liars, 

!!! (chk chk chk), Benjamin Biolay, Dominique A, Scissor Sisters, Pretty Girls Make Graves, Chicks On Speed, Sun Kil Moon, 

Julie Delpy, Devendra Banhart, (Smog), Dayna Kurtz, Plaid, Elbow, Nina Nastasia, The Glimmer Twins, Colder, Cristian Vogel, 

Blackstrobe, The Ladybug Transistor, Casiotone For The Painfully Alone, The Russian Futurists, The Fall, Mudhoney, Lloyd 

Cole, The Raveonettes, The Hidden Cameras, Erol Alkan, Numbers, Kid 606, 2 Many Dj’s, James Murphy, Miss Kittin, Luke 

Slater, Te- chnasia, Experience, Willard Grant Conspiracy, Dizzee Rascal, Michael Gira, James Chance & The Contortions, 

Jason Forrest, Dj/Rupture, Alexander Robotnik and David Holmes. Among local acts, remarkable shows by La Buena Vida, 

Lluís Llach, Ruper Ordorika, Chucho and Atom Rhumba could be seen.

Record Label and Industry Fair devoted to industry insiders. A total of 30 stands represented the leading independent 

Spanish record labels, as well as specialized press and associated companies: CD Drome, Pop Madrid, Gssh Gssh, Pre-

Texto, Bcore, Bip Bip, Elefant, Annika, Acuarela, Jabalina, Green Ufos, Pias, Subterfuge, Popchild, Dusty Roses, Houston 

Party, Austrohungaro, Bank Robber, Miss Lucifer, Eureka, Foehn, Pause, Everlasting, Rockdelux, Movin’bcn, Moonpalace, 

Mushroom Pillow, Weight Recordings, Global Music, Criminal Records, Rise Robots Rise, Dead Bees, Strange Ones.



Primavera Soundtrack Film Festival Screening of films related to the pop culture (documentaries, music films, fiction). 

2004 Programme:

-Gigantic (A Tale of Two Johns). A film about They Might Be Giants by AJ Schmack. USA 2002, 103 min. 

-I Am Trying To Break Your Heart. A film about Wilco by Sam Jones. USA 2002, 92 min.

-Live Forever by John Dower. UK 2003, 84 min.

-Greendale by Bernard Shakey (aka Neil Young). USA 2003, 87 min.

2003 EDITION

The 2003 edition of Primavera Sound meant its definitive establishment as one of the most important festivals in the 

country. Public attendance shows this (25.000 people, seven thousand people more than the previous year). Likewise, 

more than 450 journalists were there to cover the event. The number of acts also increased: more than 90 groups and 

djs both local and international. Five areas were arranged at the Poble Espanyol site for the night shows (Nitsa-Apolo, 

Rockdelux by Lois, CD Drome, Nasti and Psicolabis). Also, an extra site was added to the festival: Mercat de les Flors, 

for the day time activities: the Primavera Soundtrack Film Festival and the Record label Fair, which included two stages 

(acoustic and electric) where the label’s bands showcased their works.

Poble Espanyol (23rd and 24th of May): Belle And Sebastian, Yo La Tengo, Teenage Fanclub, Arab Strap, I Am Kloot, Sonic 

Youth, Mogwai, The White Stripes, Television, Beef, The Go-Betweens, 2 Many Dj’s, Julian Cope, Definitive Jux Live!, Baxter 

Dury, Super Collider, Umek, Thalia Zedek, Nacho Vegas Y Las Esferas Invisibles, Wire, Roni Size, Future Bible Heroes, Ed 

Harcourt, John Parish, Scratch Perverts, Mary Gauthier, Dj/Rupture, Michael Mayer, Console, Tocotronic, Adam Beyer, 

Standstill, Élena, Antònia Font, Tokyo Sex Destruction, Vacaciones, Grupo Salvaje, Dj Psychocandy, The Folk Implosion, 

Ikara Colt, Adam Green, The Kills, Soledad Brothers, Munk (Gomma Dj’s), Migala, Christina Rosenvinge, Mishima, Audien-

ce, Alma X, Dj Coco, Lcd Soundsystem, Märtini Brös, Erol Alkan, Dj Dexter, Dj’s Are Not Rockstars, Gold Chains, Rahim, 

Peaches, Le Hammond Inferno, Ellen Alien, W.I.T., Larry Tee, Cobra Killer, La Presidente, Rewind DJ’s (Vicknoise, Pol, Teti). 

Mercat de les Flors (23rd and and 24th of May): The Montgolfier Brothers, Calc, Glissando*, The Tea Servants, Airbag, 

Jeronimo, Cola Jet Set, Gurus, L’altra, Whirlwind Heat, Motormark, Pipas, Holland Park, Mano De Santo, Zola, Henry, Bart Da-

venport, Astronaut, Euro-Trash Girl, Mia Doi Todd, Dead Capo, Tan Low, Morning Star. Opening Parties (22nd of May, Poble 

Espanyol and Sala Apolo): Godspeed You! Black Emperor, Hangedup, The Streets, Baby Zizanie, A Room With A View.

Record Label and Industry Fair: Record fair devoted to industry insiders. A total of 40 stands represented the leading 

independent Spanish record labels, as well as music press and associated companies: Cd World, Cd Drome, Pop Madrid, 

Primeros Pasitos, Pre-Texto, Bcore, Bip Bip, Elefant, Annika, Jabalina, Mushroom Pillow, Green Ufos, El Ejercito Rojo, Subter-

fuge, Popchild, Ariadna, Houston Party, Austrohungaro, Bank Robber, Pueblo, Zebra, Foehn, Pause, Everlasting, Rockdelux, 

Ab, Mondo Sonoro, Go Mag, Movin’bcn, Scope, Fork Series, Nosordo, Mai Dins, Rojo, Criminal Records, Spark, East Pack, 

Dead Bees, Strange Ones, Dos.Dos.

Primavera Soundtrack Film Festival Screening of films related to the pop culture (documentaries, music films, fiction). 

Programme 2003:

-Standing in the Shadows of Motown, Paul Justman. 2002. USA. 116 min. 35 mm.

-Biggie and Tupac, Nick Broomfield. 2002. UK. 107 min. Betacam

-Morvern Callar, Lynne Ramsay. UK/Canada. 2002. 97 min. 35 mm.

-Beijing Rocks, Mabel Cheung Yuen-Ting. Hong Kong, 2001. 110 min. 35 mm. 

-Almost Blue, Alex Infascelli. Italy, 2000, 86 min. 35 mm.



2002 EDITION

The 2002 Primavera Sound edition took place on the 17th and 18th of May. The main change was the addition of a 

second day to the festival. Sixty local and international bands and djs played on five different stages that year including 

the likes of: Pulp, Tindersticks, Spiritualized, Echo & The Bunnymen, J Mascis, Aphex Twin, Luke Slater, Giant Sand, The 

Delgados, Dave Clarke, Bis, Ian Pooley, Andrew Weatherall, Le Tigre, Gonzales, The Moldy Peaches, Chicks On Speed, Clem 

Snide, La Buena Vida, Green Velvet, Cinerama, Lo-Fidelity Allstars and The Zephyrs, among others. That year was also the 

first year to include non-musical activities. Those were thought up to complete the musical offering of the festival and 

included the Design exhibition “Un ruido secreto” or the Primavera Soundtrack Film Festival.

2001 EDITION

The 2001 edition was the first to show the current format of Primavera Sound Festival. It was the first year in the Poble 

Espanyol and the first when more than one stage was used (it’s first editions at the beginning of the 90’s were held in 

different venues in Barcelona). Five stages were set up and during the night of the 28th of April a good selection of the 

best pop and dance music was played. The bill included the likes of Armand Van Helden, Le Hammond Inferno, former 

main man of Pizzicato 5, Yasuharu Konishi, Faze Action, Bent, Los Planetas, Manta Ray, Sr. Chinarro, Samuel L. Session, 

Unkle, Carl Craig, Dj Godfather; and many other bands and djs like Gentle People Djs, Leila, Zip and Gus Gus Djs.
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